Magnetic resonance imaging study of complex fluid flow in porous media: flow patterns and quantitative saturation profiling of amphiphilic fracturing fluid displacement in sandstone cores.
Magnetic resonance imaging is used to follow the removal process of a visco-elastic surfactant (VES) fracturing fluid in Bentheimer sandstone cores at typical reservoir temperatures (T=333 K). Two displacing fluids were investigated, a Gadolinium doped water phase (1M NaCl solution), and a Gadolinium doped hydrocarbon phase (Mineral Spirits). In addition to flow characteristics obtained by conventional core-flooding, i.e., the macroscopically averaged volumetric flow rates and differential pressures, we have also measured the saturation profiles and characteristic displacement patterns during all stages of the removal process. To acquire these data we have used quantitative one-dimensional chemically specific profiling along with fast two-dimensional imaging experiments while flooding Bentheimer sandstone cores in situ in the spectrometer. Our results show that both displacement processes (complex fluid displaced by water or hydrocarbon phase) are dominated by the large viscosity contrasts present. However, distinct differences were found between the displacement characteristics of water and hydrocarbon, which confirmed the sensitivity of the complex fracturing fluid to the displacing fluid.